Abstract-This paper develops a decentralized supervision policy for a Petri net through collaboration between a coordinator and subnet controllers. The coordinator is chosen from the subnet controllers by solving an integer linear programming problem. An optimal objective function is used to minimize the communication cost between the subnet controllers and the coordinator. Furthermore, a protocol to reach an agreement on the firing conditions of common transitions among the subnet controllers is proposed. Observation agreement and control agreement can be achieved by the "AND" operator in logic algebra. Control agreement is used to decide the firing conditions of common transitions in the next step. The firing of common transitions, which will lead to a new marking that violates the given constraints, will be forbidden by the control agreement. A feasibility analysis of the proposed decentralized control framework is discussed. Finally, four examples are presented to illustrate the proposed approach.
NOMENCLATURE

N
A Petri net N = (P, T, F, W). N
A decentralized system split from N. The number of constraints. n
The number of subnets in N . N The set of nonnegative integers, N = {0, 1, 2, . . .}.
S i
A subnet of N , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. c k A supervisor (subnet controller), k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , }.
T s
A set of common transitions, |T s | = m ∈ N. T c,i A transition subset of T controlled by a supervisor c i , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , }.
T o,i A transition subset of T observed by a supervisor c i , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , }.
P k i
The place set in subnet S i associated with the kth constraint.
T k i
The transition set in subnet S i controlled and observed by a supervisor generated by the kth constraint.
M
The marking of a whole plant. The delay between the subnet controllers of subnets S i and S l by propagating a bit.
L
The distance between two subnet controllers.
R
The propagation speed of signals going through a wire or a fiber.
B
The rate of transmission.
i,j
The preset of a common transition t j in subnet S i .
The postset of a common transition t j in subnet S i . τ c A maximum agreement convergence time. 
I. INTRODUCTION
A DISCRETE event system (DES) is a dynamic system that evolves in accordance with the abrupt occurrence of physical events. Such systems arise in a variety of contexts ranging from computer operating systems to the control of complex multimode processes. The supervisory control theory introduced by Ramadge and Wonham [1] - [3] and Cai and Wonham [32] provides strategies to restrict the behavior of a plant by synthesizing supervisors which ensure that in general the given constraints are satisfied.
Decentralized control has received a great deal of attention in the DES area over the past decade. Usually, decentralized control problems in a DES have been studied by means of formal languages and automata. An early study on decentralized DESs is proposed in [4] , in which, multiple supervisors modeled by automata are responsible for controlling a plant 2168-2216 c 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
to ensure that only the desirable event sequences can occur. Moreover, the decentralization of the supervision under partial observation is studied in [5] , which is an extension of [4] . The control a DES with partial observation has been addressed by using co-algebra and co-induction in [6] . These results are generalized to the decentralized and modular supervisory control. In modular control a DES, the overall system is obtained as a parallel composition of local systems. The existing work mentioned above does not consider the communication among supervisors. In [7] , a novel information structure model is presented to deal with this problem. Each supervisor utilizes a combination of direct observations (obtained from sensors reading available to another supervisor), since communication may be costly. A strategy to minimize communication costs between different sites is developed in [8] and [9] . Petri nets are one of the mathematical tools to deal with modeling and control of a DES [10] , [11] , [48] - [50] and find extensive applications in manufacturing, particularly for deadlock analysis and control based on either structural analysis [12] , [17] - [20] , [33] , [35] , [37] , [39] , [40] or reachability graph analysis [13] - [16] , [34] . They use mathematical and graphical representations to describe the events and conditions of the behavior in terms of the causal relationships between events. In recent years, many studies used ordinary and modified Petri nets to model and control DESs. Petri nets have a compact system representation and are potentially helpful in reducing the complexity of decentralized supervisory control problems. However, Petri nets have not received much attention compared to the contributions dealing with the decentralized control by automata. There are mainly two strategies to investigate decentralized supervisory control by using Petri nets: 1) supervision with communication and 2) supervision with no communication. We mention [21] and [22] for the decentralized control with no communication, and [23] and [24] for decentralized control with communication. It is worth noting that a special class of modified Petri nets, namely distributed agent oriented Petri nets (DAOPNs) [25] - [27] , is developed to model a DES. DAOPNs inherit the definitions and properties of Petri nets. In compliance with the basics of Petri nets, the proposed DAOPNs add agent oriented modeling components to increase the model's agency and autonomy. Resolution rules are defined to control the firing of conflicting transitions and the release of competing tokens. Although DAOPNs are more suitable to model DESs, they are benefited from adding a lot of attributes such as properties of time, color sets, communication, database accessing, and status sharing with ordinary Petri nets. These attributes will affect the analysis of behavior. This paper is a prelude to a systematic study on the agreement control. In order to pave the way for future work, we only consider ordinary Petri nets in this paper.
Iordache and Antsaklis [24] introduced the concept of decentralized admissibility (d-admissibility) that is an extension to the decentralized system of the centralized admissibility in Petri nets. In this case, communication is available with constraints and a supervisor can communicate with another supervisor. However, the basic notion of d-admissibility in a decentralized system requires each local supervisor to observe all observable transitions. Even if the supervisor proposed in [24] is distributed, a global observation is still required for each supervisor. Another approach for constraint decomposition is proposed in [21] and [22] . The advantage of the approach is that the communication among distributed systems is not necessary. However, this leads to overly restrictive control laws.
Gasparri et al. [23] described a general framework for a decentralized control law with collaboration among supervisors. This approach is said to be consensus-based since it uses collaborative approaches for estimation and control (see [28] for a general introduction to consensus). Communication is available and limited within one-hop neighbors. A sufficient condition to achieve d-admissibility is provided, which focuses on the communication topology of the network of supervisors. However, the consensus must be synchronized through a global clock, which is hard to be implemented in an asynchronous DES. Furthermore, the protocol in [23] to reach a consensus is motivated by communication theory [28] . The consensus always reaches common knowledge about the initial state. However, the states in a Petri net are changed by the firing of transitions, and hence the consensus should be considered from the current state.
To overcome a drawback of the global clock and update the consensus to be suitable for Petri nets, this paper proposes a general framework for a truly decentralized control law with communication that could be effectively implemented. The communications among subnet controllers are allowed and the constraints are enforced in a centralized environment. Then, a coordinator is chosen from subnet controllers by using integer linear programming (ILP), which reduces the communication cost, thus maintaining the permissiveness of the centralized solution. Furthermore, a protocol to reach an agreement on the firing conditions of common transitions among the subnet controllers and a mechanism to ensure dependable communication connection are proposed. Finally, feasibility analysis of the proposed decentralized control framework is discussed. The agreement algorithm is extended from [23] . The original contributions of this paper include the optimization procedure to choose the coordinator and the dependable communication connection to fault repair.
Decentralized Petri nets have found applications in different real-world systems, such as mission control and task sequencing for a team of autonomous vehicles. For instance, in [29] and [30] , Petri nets are used to manage mutual exclusion, ordering, and synchronization for missions defined on each vehicle. The solution guarantees a deadlock-free centralized Petri net.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the concepts of Petri nets and their centralized/decentralized supervision. A motivating example is described in Section III. In Section IV, the proposed agreement-based decentralized supervision of Petri nets is described. In Section V, convergence time and feasibility analysis are reported. Four examples to demonstrate the theoretical analysis are presented in Section VI. The conclusion is discussed in Section VII.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND This section provides the basics of the theoretical background involved in this paper. For more details, we refer the readers to [31] , [36] and [38] . A Petri net N is a fourtuple (P, T, F, W), where P and T are finite, nonempty, and disjoint sets. P is the set of places and T is the set of transitions. F ⊆ (P × T) ∪ (T × P) is called a flow relation of the net, represented by arcs with arrows from places to transitions or from transitions to places. W : (P × T) ∪ (T × P) → N is a mapping that assigns a weight to an arc: W(x, y) > 0 if (x, y) ∈ F, and W(x, y) = 0 otherwise, where x, y ∈ P ∪ T and N = {0, 1, 2, · · · } is a set of nonnegative integers. A net is self-loop free (pure) if ∃x,
A marking M of N is a mapping from P to N. 6 . Let x ∈ P ∪ T be a node in a net N = (P, T, F, W). The preset of x is defined as • x = {y ∈ P ∪ T|(y, x) ∈ F}. While the postset of x is defined as x • = {y ∈ P ∪ T|(x, y) ∈ F}. Let X be a set of nodes with X ⊆ P ∪ T. We have 
be a net and σ be a finite sequence of transitions. The Parikh vector of σ is − → σ : T → N, mapping t in T into the number of occurrences of t in σ . Define
A plant transition is said to be uncontrollable if its firing cannot be inhibited by an external action. It is said to be unobservable if its firing cannot be directly detected or measured. A generalized mutual exclusion constraint (GMEC) [41] - [44] is defined as a condition that limits a weighted sum of tokens contained in a subset of places and includes both sequential and parallel mutual exclusions. Many constraints that deal with exclusions between states and events can be transformed into GMEC. Given a Petri net N, a constraint is denoted by lM ≤ c with l ∈ Z 1×|P| and c ∈ Z, while a set of constraints is denoted by LM ≤ H with L ∈ Z ×|P| , H ∈ Z , and ≥ 1, where Z is a set of integers, is the number of constraints, and M is a reachable marking of N. The GMEC provides a monitor solution which takes the form of a set of control places D c
where D is the incidence matrix of the plant N, D c is the incidence matrix of the supervisor, M 0,c is the initial marking of the supervisor, and M 0 is the initial marking of N. A supervisor is admissible if it only controls controllable transitions and only detects observable transitions. The constraints LM ≤ H are admissible if the supervisor defined by (1) and (2) is admissible, where H ∈ Z and M is the marking vector of N. When inadmissible, the constraints LM ≤ H are generally transformed into the admissible form 
. . , n}, and i = j. Let T s ⊆ T denote a set of common transitions of N . Two new notations are used in this paper: 1) subnet controllers and 2) a coordinator. A subnet controller is a supervisor that is chosen from several supervisors in a decentralized net and a coordinator is selected from the different subnet controllers. Let us now introduce the concept of d-admissibility originally proposed in [24] for a decentralized scenario. Suppose that there is a decentralized system N split from N = (P, T, F, W), is the number of constraints in N, c k is a supervisor generated from the kth constraint in N, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , }, T c,k is a transition subset of T controlled by An observation agreement λ τ of N is a mapping from the common transition set T s to {0, 1}. The value of λ τ (α(t)) denotes whether the common transition t is allowed to fire without considering constraints at τ + 1 time. Moreover, a control agreement κ τ of N is also a mapping from the common transition set T s to {0, 1} and κ τ (α(t)) denotes whether the common transition t is allowed to fire by considering constraints at τ + 1 time. For convenience of discussion, all the transitions in this paper are assumed to be observable and controllable.
III. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
Let us consider the net system shown in Fig. 1 , which is taken from [23] (ignoring the dashed places and arcs). The example illustrates the manufacturing of a product composed of two different types of parts. In the first phase, two different types of parts (p a1 and p b1 ) are produced in parallel by machines MA 1a and MA 2a , respectively. Each part is moved to a common area by robot MA 3 . In the second phase, the semi-finished products are assembled by using machine MA 4 to obtain the final product (p ab ) that leaves the manufacturing cell. Three buffers (B 1 , B 2 , and B 3 ) are introduced, where B 1 and B 2 are used to decouple the production of semi-finished products from their transportation and B 3 is used for the storage of the assembled products.
When the supervisor of the manufacturing cell is concerned, the following control requirements should be satisfied for the net model shown in Fig. 1. If buffer B 1 or B 2 is full, the entrance of parts in machine MA 1a or MA 2a has to be denied even if the machine is idle. Suppose that both the buffers have the same capacity 4, then the requirements can be written, for the buffers B 1 and B 2 , respectively, as
and
Clearly, p 2 and p 4 are associated with (3) . At the same time, a supervisor c 1 is generated from (3). The transitions set {t 1 , t 3 } is controlled and observed by supervisor c 1 .
Another requirement is that the mutual exclusion of the robot MA 3 should be guaranteed. The corresponding constraint is
Finally, the constraint in the assembly phase is
Note that the marking M in (3)- (6) is any marking in R(M 0 ). The supervisors whose places and arcs are represented by the dashed lines in Fig. 1 can be obtained by using the GMEC.
In the real world, a system is usually partitioned into multiple decentralized sub-systems located in different geographical situations. In order to enforce constraints for a distributed model and benefit from the existing constraint control knowledge, we first consider a distributed network as a whole and obtain supervisors of the whole Petri net, as shown in Fig. 1 . Then, we split the whole net into a decentralized one according to the actual situation, as shown in Fig. 2 . Some transitions constitute the interfaces between the different subnets and are called common transitions. At the same time, some monitor places will be split into several places which belong to different subnets. In order to avoid overly restrictive control laws as in [21] and [22] , we assume that every split monitor place contains the same initial tokens with the original monitor place. However, under this assumption, there are some markings that violate the constraints. As shown in Fig. 2 , subnets are S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 , and S 5 , the set of common transitions is T s = {t 3 , t 4 , t 7 , t 8 }, and the monitor place c 3 is decentralized into two monitor places c 3a and c 3b that holds one token in c 3a and c 3b , respectively. Note that the transitions t 3 and t 7 in the subnets S 3 and S 4 can fire at the same time. By this concurrent firing, we have M(p 5 ) + M(p 11 ) = 2, which violates constraint condition (5) . Thus, the additional control law needs to be built to prevent the case from occurring and keep the state space of the controlled system in the set of legal markings.
IV. DECENTRALIZED SUPERVISION OF PETRI NETS WITH COORDINATOR
The previous section shows that the design of a new control law for a decentralized system is necessary. This paper develops a communication mechanism between the coordinator and the subnet controllers to issue a proper control action. For reaching an agreement, we first need to choose a coordinator with the details shown in Section IV-A. In some cases, if there is no supervisor in one subnet, we can choose a place from the preset of the common transitions in this subnet as a controller. The responsibility of the coordinator is to reach an agreement and broadcast this decision value to all other subnet controllers. We can see that the communication is necessary between the coordinator and the subnet controllers. Let us now introduce the assumptions made in the communication mechanism for the proposed scenario.
1) Subnet controllers are directly connected to the coordinator by using a Star LAN [45] as an underlying architecture. The LAN is private, in other words, there do not exist other messages passing on the network except those generated by the considered subnets. 2) Every subnet controller communicates with the coordinator by exchanging messages through a network UDP/IP protocol [45] . 3) Every subnet controller has an unique ID and can be identified by the coordinator on the Star LAN. 4) Let c i,l be a variable that defines the delay between the subnet controllers of the subnets S i and S l by propogating a bit, i.e., c i,l is the propagation delay that can be computed by L/R, where L is the distance between the two subnets and R is the propagation speed of the signals going through a wire or a fiber, and is generally two-thirds of the speed of light (200 000 km/s). 5) In a network based on packet switching, transmission delay is the required time to push all of the packet's bits into the wire. In other words, this is the delay caused by the data-rate of the link. This delay is proportional to the packet's length in bits. It is given by the number of bits divided by the rate of transmission (represented symbolically by B, which is usually sent in bits per second). 6) The number of tokens in one place is considered as a standard packet. The flowchart of the control algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 and includes phase 1 to phase 4 (modeling the corresponding phases described in Section IV-B), the communication 
Algorithm 1 Choice of an optimal coordinator
Input: N , constraints (7)- (10), L, R, and B, where L is the distance between two subnet controllers, R is the propagation speed of signals going through a wire or a fiber, and B is the rate of transmission. Output: An optimal coordinator from subnet controllers.
Step 1: Solve (11) subject to (7)-(10).
Step 2: Choose the minimal solution c i in (11) as the coordinator, where i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
failure suspicion (modeling the dependable communication connection module in Section IV-C), the broadcast sub-system (modeling the reliable UDP/IP protocol and Star LAN), and the propositions (modeling the constraints).
If there is a token in the place "start," two sequences subnet and phase 1 can be processed. The fact depends on whether the firing of the subnet transitions involves common transitions. If the token flows in a subnet system, it will go through the subnet system and back to the place start (the upper part of Fig. 3) . Otherwise, the token will go through the phase 1, broadcast, phase 2, phase 3, broadcast again, phase 4 and back to the place start, sequentially. The token flow through the Petri net simulates the behavior of the agreement protocol implemented on Algorithms 1 and 2, and the method of dependable communication connection.
A. Coordinator Choice
Algorithm 1 can be used to choose an optimal coordinator via a cost function and an ILP problem. First, suppose that t j is a common transition in subnet S i , where 1 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, m is the number of common transitions, and n is the number of subnets. Then, t j is controlled or observed by at least a supervisor, i.e., δ k i,j = 1 if and only if {t j } ∩ ( ∪
1≤k≤
T k i ) = ∅. We can say that transition t j in subnet S i participates in the control decision for the kth constraint.
Second, let us introduce two notations to be used. i,j denotes the preset of a common transition t j in subnet S i and i,j denotes the postset of t j in subnet S i , where i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and j ∈ {1, . . . , m}. Assume now that there are two sets i,j
Algorithm 2 Agreement computation
Step 1: Apply Algorithm 1 to choose an optimal coordinator.
Step 2: Assume that the marking M τ,T s at time τ is M( • (T s )), where
Step 3: For any t y ∈ T s , 1 ≤ y ≤ m, the observation agreement λ τ is designed as an integer vector (α(t 1 ), α(t 2 ), . . . , α(t m )) describing the firing state of the common transitions without considering constraints at time τ + 1, where λ τ (α(t y )) = ∧1≤x≤n
marking of the preset of T s at time τ , x,y is the preset of t y in subnet S x , and the notation ∧ denotes the 'and' operation in logic algebra. The expression ∧M τ,T s ( x,y ) represents the 'and' operations between the token values in every place in the set x,y . The nonzero value can be regarded as logical constant '1'. The function α(t) maps t in T s into the number of 0s or 1s, where α(t i ) = 1 means that the transition t i can fire at time τ + 1, otherwise α(t i ) = 0.
Step 4: For any t y ∈ T s , 1 ≤ y ≤ m, design the integer vector κ τ = (α(t 1 ), α(t 2 ) , . . . , α(t m )) as the control agreement describing the firing policy for all the common transitions by considering the constraints. If there is a kth constraint
i , and i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, then there exists x ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}
Step 5: The control agreement κ τ is broadcasted to the subnet controllers by the coordinator. and i,j ; places in i,j and i,j participate in the observable or controllable decision making for the kth constraint, and then the following relationships hold:
where P k i denotes the place set in subnet S i associated with the kth constraint and is the number of constraints. Furthermore, at least one common transition enforces the kth constraint, that is
where T k i is the transition set in subnet S i controlled and observed by a supervisor that is generated from the kth constraint. Finally, for transition t ∈ T k i , i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, k ∈ {1, . . . , }, we obtain 
B. Agreement Algorithm
In subnets, the transitions except common transitions can fire concurrently since they do not affect the agreement. The Let M be the current marking of a net N , and t 1 , t 2 , . . . , and t m be the common transitions. Suppose that the number of constraints is . Let us introduce two notations P k i and T k i before we use them. P k i denotes the set of the places in subnet S i , which are associated with the kth constraint, and transition set T k i ⊆ T c,k ∪T o,k denotes the transitions in S i that are controlled and observed by a supervisor generated by the kth constraint, where i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} and k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , }. For instance, as shown in Fig. 2 , we have the place set P 1 1 = {p 2 , p 4 } and the transition set T 1 1 = {t 1 , t 3 }, where p 2 and p 4 come from the places that are associated with constraint (3) in subnet S 1 and t 1 and t 3 come from the transitions controlled and observed by supervisor c 1 generated from (3) .
Assume that in Fig. 2 the current time is τ. Then we have T s = {t 3 , t 4 , t 7 , t 8 }, the marking M = p 3 + p 4 + p 9 + p 10 + 3c 1 + 3c 2 + c 3a + c 3b + c 4 for the whole plant, and the marking M τ,T s = p 4 + c 3a + p 10 + c 3b for the places in the preset of the common transitions. Algorithm 2 calculates two vectors: 1) the observation agreement and 2) the control agreement.
In this paper, the observation agreement determines the firing condition of common transitions at time τ + 1 without considering the constraints. When we consider the validity of constraints, we can furthermore calculate the control agreement to determine the firing condition of common transitions at time τ + 1. We only spread the control agreement between the coordinator and the subnet controllers in the network. If the decentralized system in Fig. 2 4 and t 7 are allowed to fire at λ τ +1 . However, the firing of transition t 7 violates (5) and will be blocked in κ τ +1 . In this case, transition t 4 becomes the only firable common transition at time τ + 2.
Algorithm 2 is summarized in order to be easily understood by the reader. The entire agreement progress can be described as follows: subnet controllers upload the marking of the places in the preset and postset of common transitions to the coordinator, the observation agreement and the control agreement are calculated by the coordinator, and then the control agreement is spread to the subnet controllers as an acknowledgement to determine the firing condition of common transitions at time τ + 1. In Algorithm 2, the agreement is calculated by the coordinator and every subnet controller only communicates with the coordinator. We do not design a mechanism in detail to show how the common transitions in subnets are correctly controlled by subnet controllers according to the control agreement, while we only assume that the subnet controllers and coordinator have this capacity intuitively.
C. Ensuring Dependable Communication Connection
The coordinator has a local suspected failure module, ensuring that the faulty subnet controllers can be found in time. The method consists of the following rules. 4) The coordinator c i calculates observation the agreement and control agreement after it has received all markings involving common transitions from subnet controllers and replies the agreement (acknowledgement) to them. 5) Each subnet controller c j replies with an answer message to coordinator c i whenever it receives the agreement and closes its timer meanwhile. Note that there are two kinds of information: 1) process tokens and 2) communication messages. Process tokens carry the information that fully describes the marking of subnet places. A communication message is designed to establish a dependable network connection. The coordinator always contains a communication message that records any data including the state of the subnet controllers during the execution of agreement, the list of suspected subnet controllers, whether a subnet has failed, whether a subnet has reached a decision, a timer, a broadcast related to the data and so on. This gives us a global external view of the system. Furthermore, it is easy to see that the termination time of the agreement is strongly related to the network traffic and the end to end delays. This will be demonstrated in Section V.
V. CONVERGENCE TIME AND FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS
Any subnet S i in Fig. 2 is represented by a node node i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, in Figs. 5 and 6. Let T i and T j be the transition sets belonging to subnets S i and S j , respectively. If T i ∩T j = ∅, then a solid line will be drawn to connect node i and node j , where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. In a distributed system, c i represents a subnet controller in S i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Subnet controllers in different subnets are directly connected to the coordinator by using a Star LAN as an underlying architecture and communicate with the coordinator by exchanging messages through a network protocol. As shown in Fig. 5(a) with dashed lines, we assume that c 1 is chosen as the coordinator. The symbol κ τ c beside c i , i ∈ {1, 2, 3a, 3b, 4}, shown in Fig. 5(b) , implies that an agreement on the control agreement κ τ c is reached by the coordinator and subnet controllers after τ c time.
Theorem 1: For a set of subnets S i , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, described by an undirected graph ∂ = {V, E} with |V| = n, assume that a coordinator c i is derived from Algorithm 1. Then, the agreement is reached at time
where l ∈ {1, . . . , n}, m is the number of common transitions, is the number of constraints, and Q is the speed of CPU. Proof: The convergence time can be divided into three parts: 1) the time of estimates; 2) the time of the observation agreement and control agreement; and 3) the time of acknowledgements. According to Algorithm 2, the convergence of the observation and control agreements is reached in the coordinator after m + times of AND operations. The time of estimates and acknowledgements depends upon the communication delay between the coordinator and the subnet controllers, which is described by the value of (max (2
As it is already known, R, B, and 
The transmission cost in the computation of the termination time is considered as all the delays that are required to perform the estimates and acknowledgements only. In other words, the time (m + )/Q can be ignored since the cost of AND operations in the process of generating the observation and control agreements is less than 0.1% of the cost of sending estimates or receiving acknowledgements in a communication delay.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
IBM System X3100 is chosen as a laboratory platform in the experiment. Its CPU clock speed is 3.1 GHz and the memory capacity of the computer is 4 GB. We use MATLAB 2013a and SIMULINK [46] , [47] to simulate network models. The parameters are setup as follows: B = 100 Mb/s, R =200 000 km/s, and a packet size for UDP/IP is 64 bytes. The ILP problem is solved by Lingo 14.0 [51] . As mentioned above, there is less time consumed in the agreement calculation than that in the communication. Hence, the following experiments focus on the communication time delay only.
Example 1: This example is used to illustrate how to choose a coordinator according to the method proposed in Algorithm 1. The input parameters include the distances between the subnet controllers and the number of packets that are needed to be uploaded for the agreement from the subnet controllers. Fig. 6 shows the values of L corresponding to each path distance between different subnets shown in Fig. 2 . The value (contained in a pair of braces) beside the symbol node i (i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 5}) in Fig. 6 represents the number of [24] AND [23] packets needed to be uploaded from the subnet controller to the coordinator. As shown in Fig. 2 , the marking of p 4 in subnet S 1 only takes part in the observation agreement of the common transition t 3 and the marking of t • 3 = {c 1 } does not affect the control agreement. There is one packet to be uploaded. Hence, it is "1" in the braces on the side of node 1 . The markings of • t 3 and t • 3 in node 3 are needed in the observation and control agreement, respectively. Therefore, the number of their packets is "2." The numbers of other nodes are the same. If c 1 is chosen as the coordinator, the agreement results can be obtained after receiving five packets from all subnet controllers, where the transmission delay is τ 1_t = 5 * 64/B, the propagation delay is τ 1_p = (230 + 70 + 200 + 120)/R, and the total simulation agreement time is τ 1 = τ 1_t + 2 * τ 1_p =9.4 ms. By solving the ILP problem in Algorithm 1, the minimal simulation agreement time τ 4 = 9.06 ms can be obtained. Therefore, c 3b is the best choice as the coordinator in Fig. 2 .
Example 2: This example is used to compare the convergence time and the messages exchanged to reach agreement between Algorithm 2 in this paper and those in [23] and [24] . A system runs once for each different methods.
The results of the experiments can be seen in Table I . In [24] , a common transition fires in a subnet only after receiving the marking of places that are connected with the common transition in the centralized model and then the subnet controller in this subnet updates the states subsequently. For example, node 1 needs to determine the marking of places p 5 and c 3a for transition t 3 to be fired, and transmits feedback to places p 5 and c 3a . There are four packets with respect to communication in this step. Assume that there is a transition sequence σ = t 3 t 7 t 4 t 8 in process, and the transmission delay and the propagation delay are τ t = (2 + 2 + 1 + 1) * 64/B and τ p = 2 * (70 + 160 + 150 + 190)/R, respectively. The total agreement time is τ = τ t + 2 * τ p .
On the other hand, Gasparri et al. [23] proposed the decentralized supervision of Petri nets through the collaboration Note that the agreement convergence in this paper runs up to 3.64 times faster than the method in [23] mainly thanks to the optimal coordinator by using the ILP problem in Algorithm 1. Although an ILP problem is in theory NP-complete, when the size of a considered problem is finite, an optimal solution of the ILP problem can be found within limited time. We can give the optimal coordinator with time complexity of O(n 2 * m ), where n is the number of subnets in the decentralized system, is the number of constraints, and m is that of common transitions.
By enforcing (12), we can calculate an agreement maximum time τ c = τ 4_3 = 2 * 64/B + 2 * 200/R =3.28 ms if c 3b is chosen as the coordinator. We define that t is the time unit for a subnet controller to start a communication repair service. In general, t > o holds. In this case, we take t = 6 ms > o = 4 ms > τ c . Example 3: This example is used to illustrate the dependable network connection for the subnet controllers and the coordinator by the method in Section IV-C. We design a network environment in which there exists an occurrence probability of connection failures. Then, we check the error correcting time and how many messages are needed to reestablish dependable connection.
Suppose that the system in Fig. 2 runs 100 times. Each time the system needs four agreement calculations. The probability of connection failure is set to 10. After a time unit o , the coordinator establishes dependable connection to the subnet controllers in its suspected list if the list has not been cleared. There is a o time delay to detect the connection failure and repair it. The other idea is that the coordinator sends a live message [45] periodically to each subnet controller with a delay r (abbreviated periodical communication). In this case, if r is 2 ms that is less than τ c , the connection failure can be found immediately and the latency of the dependable connection is minimized. However, the generation of additional live messages will lead to a big increase on the network load. The results are shown in Table II .
Example 4: This example is used to illustrate the efficiency of the agreement algorithm in a real-world network environment. We design a more complicated network than Example 3, in which there are more parameters, such as packet loss rates, bit error rates (BERs), and noise [45] . In this experiment, we make the decentralized system run five times in the simulating network. Every time, we put different numbers of tokens in the system as the initial state. They are 10, 100, 1000, 5000, and 10 000 tokens, respectively. The tokens in places p a1 and p b1 are kept equal, for example, in the first time, M 0 (p a1 ) = M 0 (p b1 ) = 10. M 0 is the initial marking. We compare the theoretical and experimental results on the consuming time which starts from the tokens putting in p a1 and p b1 to the final products leaving the manufacturing cell.
For the sake of clarity, we now explain packet loss rates, BERs, and noise. Packet loss rates mean that one or more packets of data traveling across a computer network fail to reach their destination. We set the packet loss rate to be 0.1% (one lost packet in every 1000 packets), which is the tolerable upper bound. The BER is the number of bit errors divided by the total number of transferred bits during a studied time interval. The BER is set to be 10 −6 . To make it closer to a realsituation scenario, Gaussian white noise is introduced into the model. The connection failure proportion is generated from a random function rather than a constant 10%. Other parameters are the same as above. Fig. 7 shows the fitting relationship between the two results. With the increasing tokens, agreement information exchange in different subnets is more and more frequent, which gives rise to the occurrence of network jam phenomena and extends the completion time of the whole task. However, the deviation between the two curves keeps less than 6.03%. The simulation results enlighten the possibility to obtain good performances according to the agreement algorithm in this paper.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper focuses on the problem of decentralized supervision of Petri nets. In order to enforce constraints for a distributed model and benefit from the existing GMEC control results, we first consider a distributed network as a whole and design supervisors for the whole net. Then, we split the whole net into a set of subsystems according to the actual situation.
The addressed problem is how to ensure that the constraints remain valid in this decentralized system.
Different from the methods in [21] and [22] where the subnets do not communicate with each other, we assume that the communication between the subnet controllers is allowed. Thus, the constraints that are not d-admissible can be enforced by first solving a centralized design problem and then decentralizing the solution. A coordinator is chosen from the subnet controllers, and a protocol to reach an agreement on the firing conditions of common transitions is proposed. The theoretical analysis and experimental results show the feasibility and effectiveness of the algorithms. Four experimental studies of the efficiency of the algorithms are conducted. In the proposed approach, thanks to the presence of a coordinator, the agreement can be obtained faster with respect to the methods in [23] and [24] .
As a future study, we will focus on the performance of such a decentralized control policy in the framework of timed nets, with the objective of maximizing the average firing rate of some transitions. Finally, we also plan to address timed nets, the problem of reaching a given target state under control. We will derive a decentralized algorithm to reach such a target marking in minimal time while ensuring that the safety constraints are always satisfied.
